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Mixing Colors 
 

Track 5 
 

 
 

Red, blue, yellow, green, orange, black 
Red, blue, yellow, green, orange, black 
Purple, brown, yellow 
 
Chorus 
All the colors of the world  
Make everything bright 
From the light blue day to the dark blue night 
The blackest of the black 
The whitest of the white 
Every color in-between helps minds take flight 
All the colors of the world  
Make everything bright 
From the light blue day to the dark blue night 
The blackest of the black 
The whitest of the white 
Every color in-between helps minds take flight 
 
Verse 1 
Red like a fire truck, red like a rose 
Red like the tip of your nose when it’s cold 
Red like an apple, Red like a heart 
Red like a pepper that makes your mouth hot 
Yeah, blue like the ocean, blue like the sky 
Blue is the color of your good friend’s eye 
Blue like some jeans or blue like a bird 
That's chirping in your yard  
And you’re happy that you heard 
Two colors down, the red and blue hurdles 
You mix those two together you get (Purple!) 
Purple like a grape, purple like a plum 
Purple like the sky with the rising sun 
Purple is a color I’m sure you’ve all seen 
Just like I’m all sure  
You’ve heard the color called green 
So when people say  
We should be keeping it green 
They mean you should recycle  
And keep the Earth clean  
 
Repeat Chorus 
 

 
 
 

Verse 2 
See orange is a fruit, but it also is a color 
It can be very bright or could be a bit duller 
Could look like the cheese that you  
Put on your sandwich  
The juice that you drink in the morning  
With your family 
Naming all the colors is a real fun job 
The next one is the same color as Spongebob 
(Spongebob) 
The same as bananas, this color’s pretty mellow 
In case you haven’t guessed it,  
I’m talking about yellow 
The last two colors, the beginning and the end 
May seem like they’re opposite  
But really they are friends 
Cuz white is the color that is light as a feather 
And black is every single color mixed together 
Every color is different, in the end they’re the same 
Cuz they paint our lives and they all have a name 
Every color is different, in the end they’re the same 
Cuz they paint our lives and they all have a name 
 
Yeah, it’s Mr. Victor!  
You ready kids? Repeat after me. Ok!  
 
Bridge 
Let me hear you say red!  
Let me hear you say blue! 
Let me hear you say green! 
Everybody say oooo! 
Let me hear you say black! 
Let me hear you say yellow! 
Let me hear you say purple! 
Everybody say hello! 
 
Good job guys! 
Just remember that everything you see has a color. 
No one color is more important than the other one. 
We need them all to make our lives what they are 
today! So when you’re walking home today or when 
you’re in your house, I want you to notice all the 
colors around you! Maybe write them down on a 
piece of paper, talk about how they make you feel, 
and what they mean to you! Goodbye!

 


